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Bully
This “luminous, meditative novel on the boundaries
between childhood, adulthood, and old age” follows
one day in the lives of three generations of women
(Entertainment Weekly). Like Normal People charts a
family constellation that revolves around an off-kilter
center: Lena is forty-eight years old, but mentally
locked in childhood. Moving deftly between present
and past, the novel follows Lena’s day-long escape
from her residential home with her troubled twelveyear-old niece. While this odd couple takes refuge on
a honky-tonk southern California beach, Lena’s
widowed mother, Ella, goes in search of them. In the
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process, Ella relives her own life’s dreams and
disappointments: her marriage to a sweet, loving
shoe salesman; her discovery of Lena’s disability; and
her aching attempts to give her daughter a “normal”
childhood. For so long, Lena has been the focus of
Ella’s world—but now, she must contemplate the
prospect of letting her daughter go. Covering three
entire lifetimes in the course of one day, this
powerful, emotional story from the author of Refund,
a National Book Award finalist, is “an uplifting and
bittersweet testament to uncompromising love” (The
New York Post).

The Fairest Beauty
Book 3 in the New York Times bestselling rock star
romance series from Kylie Scott VOTED AUSTRALIA'S
FAVOURITE ROMANCE AUTHOR 2013 & 2014 Lena is
the only thing holding Jimmy back from total
annihilation. But who will save her from him? Lena
Morrissey has had some lousy jobs in her time, but
none of them compare to being the personal assistant
to one of the rock world's biggest - and most
egotistical - stars. As the lead singer of Stage Dive,
Jimmy is used to having whatever he wants,
whenever he wants it. But after a PR disaster landed
him in rehab, it's Lena's job to keep him on the
straight and narrow. Lena's not willing to take any
crap from the sexy rocker and is determined to keep
their relationship completely professional, despite
their sizzling chemistry. But in the end, Jimmy always
gets his way PRAISE FOR THE SERIES "While retaining
her mischievous and wisecracking signature style,
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Scott has also brought a tenderness and honesty to
the material that is truly delightful" Publishers Weekly
"Stay up all night with the sexy rockers in Stage Dive,
and find out why Kylie Scott has become one of
Australia's bestselling authors." Queensland Times "I
can't express how much I love Lead and the entire
Stage Dive series. Kylie Scott rocks!" Red's Hot Reads

Shadowdance
After moving to Austin following six months of
unemployment, Iris Taylor knows she should be glad
to have landed a job so quickly even if the tattoo
business is owned by a member of the same
motorcycle club her estranged father used to belong
to. Except Dex Locke might just be the biggest jerk
she's ever met. He's rude, impatient and doesn't
know how to tell time. And the last thing they ever
expected was each other. But it was either the strip
club or the tattoo shop maybe she should have
chosen the strip club.

Under Locke
When I was ten, my father indoctrinated me into the
family. A brotherhood who would fight, protect, and
give their lives for one another. A club whose ties ran
thicker than blood, murkier than the dirt and grime
that tainted my soul. Stronger than the bonds that
connected me to my own family. A band of brothers,
where loyalty was kept and paid in a currency of
blood. When I was twenty-seven, I betrayed that
brotherhood. I've spent every day since running,
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avoiding paying back that debt. My name is Daniel
Johnson. I have betrayed everyone I ever loved. And
I'll betray her too. This is my story-if you're screwed
up enough to want to read it. Warning: KICK contains
graphic violence, profanity, drug use, and explicit
sexual situations of a taboo nature. Intended for an
18+ audience only. Not intended for pussies.

Lead: Stage Dive 3
She is an architect; successful, professional. So when
she meets Jake Morgenstern she refuses to let the
stubborn, sexist, obnoxious pig of a man disrupt her
calm demeanor. No matter how strong, gorgeous and
ridiculously appealing he is. He is expecting a man. So
when Jess Wythe turns out to be Jessica, he is thrown
off. When he finds that the somewhat frumpy
architect is hiding a beautiful woman behind those
boxy suits he is even more surprised. Imagine his
utter shock when he finds that not only is she
gorgeous, but he is drawn to her on an almost visceral
level. The attraction between these two explodes in
more ways than one. You're never quite sure if they
are going to make love or war. Will they ever find a
way to make the fireworks work for them?

The Best of Us
Losing fifty pounds is an incredible achievement. But
for Melissa Atherton, progress doesn't come with
praise—a scathing comment from an evil cousin at a
bridal shower threatens to crush her new self-esteem.
Who will she bring to the upcoming wedding?
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Showing up without a date would be humiliating. It
just isn't an option. Personal trainer Jake Sawyer was
attracted to Melissa before she lost weight, but her
progress has him floored. When she admits she plans
to hire a male escort—and why—his heart all but
breaks. Melissa's come too far to be knocked down,
especially by her own family. He'll go as her
date…and figure out a way to keep his hands to
himself. But when a steamy hotel room encounter
takes them both by surprise, Jake balks. He's sworn
never to date one of his clients, not again. And
Melissa can't bear to be just friends with the man who
treated her so tenderly, even if it was only for a
weekend. Jake's helped her see she's strong enough
to stand up for herself, but will she find the strength
to pursue the only man who's ever seen the real her?
70,000 words

Wild About Rachel
After years of wandering, Larten has finally found his
way back to his vampire family and resumed the
vigorous, brutal training to become a General. But
there are vampires determined to pull Larten into
starting a war that could have global implications and
casualties. Vampires who will stop at nothing.
Vampires who would betray Larten in the most cutting
way.

Painted Ladies
Ky Three years ago my father walked away. Away
from our MC club, all his responsibilities, and me. We
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haven't spoken since the day he handed me the keys
to the kingdom. Shoved them down my throat was
more like it. I hate him, and the new family he's
playing house with. He left his entire life behind for a
woman he barely knows. But I'm strong, resilient, and
don't need a damn soul to survive. At least, that's
what I thoughtuntil she walked into my bar. Kira
Someone is watching me. I can feel it. I wake up in
the middle of the night freaked out of my mind,
paranoid a stranger is there. My skin prickles every
time I leave my house, because I know someone is
following me. I'm afraid. Alone. And there's only one
person left to turn to. The stepbrother I never met.
The man my stepfather speaks so highly about, but
never sees. He's the president of a notorious
motorcycle club, and exactly the kind of person I need
to protect me. Little did I know, Ky Parish, freakin'
hates my guts. Slashes in the Snow is an enemies to
lovers, stepbrother romance, romantic suspense
(emphasis on romance) with dark elements. Reader
discretion is advised.

Family Pictures
Gossip is the ultimate currency in Rosemary Beach,
but Bethy and Tripp have managed to keep one big
secret to themselves. Eight years ago, Tripp Newark
was dating a rich girl he didn’t like and was on his
way to Yale—and a future he didn’t want. The only
way he could escape his predictable life would be to
give up the money and power that came with his
family’s name. And that’s exactly what he planned to
do. At the end of the summer, he was going to ride off
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on his Harley and never look back. That was before he
met Beth Lowry. It was only supposed to be a summer
fling. She was a sixteen-year-old trailer-park girl who
served drinks to his friends at Kerrington Country
Club. They didn’t run in the same social circles. No
one even knew they were friends, let alone lovers.
Yet, for one summer, Bethy became his entire world.
But he couldn’t give up on his plan. He needed to
leave Rosemary Beach, but he vowed he would come
back for her. Problem was, by the time he came
back—years later than promised—it was too late. His
cousin, Jace, had already claimed the woman he
loved…

Kiss an Angel
It's in His Kiss
The fifth book in the New York Times new adult series
that began with Real. When an angry, heartbroken
girl is forced to be near her rocker ex-boyfriend, only
time will tell if the fire between them will consume
them both. Pandora, the gothic friend of Brooke (Real,
Mine, Remy) and Melanie (Rogue), thought that
getting her heart broken by her bad boy rocker ex
could only happen once. But now, he’s back in town
with the biggest concert of the year. Pandora hates
him so much that she gets Melanie to come with her
and play a prank on him at his gig. But when they’re
caught by security, and her ex himself is summoned,
Pandora is not prepared for the feelings that seeing
him again—beautiful and in the flesh—awaken in her.
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She’s also wholly unprepared for the conditions his
manager sets in order for her and Melanie to be
released; especially since these conditions only allow
Melanie to return home, while at the same time, they
put Pandora in perilously close contact with her ex
again. The torturous physical closeness between them
reignites the passion they once shared, and soon no
matter how much she wants to hate him, it’s clear
she’s still hung up on him. And worse: he knows it too.

Erotic Book
Imagine spending your whole life searching for the
one; searching for acceptance; searching for just a
hint of satisfaction. Imagine walking through life
alone, confused, and convinced you will never find
what it is your heart desires. Jared Covington is such a
man in search of all things life has promised, but has
not delivered. I'm On My Way is a passionate tale of a
sometimes bitter, sometimes angry, but always
hopeful young man and his search to undercover the
love of his life and in the process, himself. In terse,
fluid prose, David paints three-dimensional portraits
of each of his main characters. Set against the
backdrop of New York City, the book addresses critical
issues surrounding being black, gay and at times
closeted in America without sounding preachy.
David's high quality of writing, and carefully
developed themes seamlessly takes us into the hearts
and minds of several young men sorting through
some of life's most pressing issues. This engrossing
debut, challenges stereotypes, emits hope, and brings
to life the often-misunderstood world of gay
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minorities.

Strictly Business
A paranormal category romance from Entangled's
Covet imprint Sometimes you just have to believe A
single crystal slipper. It was probably the weirdest gift
librarian Celinda Branham ever received during a
Christmas gift exchange. Who would even wear these
in the real world? Not Celinda, wearer of sensible
shoes and fairy tale naysayer. That said, she certainly
has the requisite wicked stepmother, irritating
stepsister, and empty bank account. Of course, if she
actually believed in all that fantastical junk, she could
wait for her Prince Charming Only Prince Charming
doesn't exist. But Preston Chandler believes in fairy
tales. Oh, does he ever. All he did was spurn the
advances of a certain witch, and now his sister is
under a sleeping spell. And the only way to break it?
Find the other glass slipper and give someone "Love's
First Kiss." But when Preston finally tracks down
Celinda, he's dismayed to discover that the shy
librarian who owns the other shoe has no interest in
anything remotely resembling magic—including love.
Now he must find a way into his Cinderella's cynical
heart, or lose his sister and his only chance for true
love.

Untouchable
What do you do when the devil has you in his sights?
You show him that you can play his game. Austin
Lowes is new to town. She's running from a mom who
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hates her to her dad who cares nothing about her.
Only a few months and she will be free, or at least,
that's what she hopes until she meets him. Cole
Reynolds is the devil disguised as a man. He wants
her fear, he wants her blood, and he wants her soul.
Just a little game, he says, I dare you. Will Austin
survive him, or will she lose herself and the game?
Secrets are revealed and justice will be served, but at
what cost? Who survives and who doesn't?

Price of a Kiss
"Darkly addictive and hauntingly beautiful, Peter and
Sara's story will stay with you long after you read the
final words." —Julia Sykes, USA Today bestselling
author He came to me in the night, a cruel, darkly
handsome stranger from the most dangerous corners
of Russia. He tormented me and destroyed me,
ripping apart my world in his quest for vengeance.
Now he's back, but he’s no longer after my secrets.
The man who stars in my nightmares wants me.

Dishonorable
Sophie has long wished to get away from her
stepmother’s jealous anger, and believes escape is
her only chance to be happy. Then a young man
named Gabe arrives from Hagenheim Castle, claiming
she is betrothed to his older brother, and everything
twists upside down. This could be her chance at
freedom—but can she trust another person to keep
her safe? Gabe knows he defied his parents Rose and
Wilhelm by going to find Sophie, and now he believes
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they had a right to worry: the orphan girl has stolen
his heart. Though romance is impossible—she is his
brother’s future wife, and Gabe himself is betrothed
to someone else—he promises to himself he will keep
her safe, no matter what. When the pair are forced to
run to the Cottage of the Seven, they find help—but
also find their feelings for each other have grown. Can
they find a way to protect Sophie while also
safeguarding their hearts?

Lucifer
Rivals for a New England vineyard find a second
chance love worth fighting for in this “heart-tugging
small-town romance with real emotion” (Laura Drake,
author of The Sweet Spot). Journalist Sophie Shaw is
about to realize her dream of owning a vineyard in
Northbridge, Connecticut. For her, it’s not just a
beautiful piece of land, but an important part of her
past. Not far from Blue Moon Lake and her father’s
kayak business, this is where Sophie grew up, fell in
love, and experienced a tragic loss. But days before
the contract signing, Duncan Jamieson makes a
counteroffer that blows hers out to sea. Duncan still
finds Sophie as appealing as he had during boyhood
vacations to the lake. Older and wiser now, he has his
own reasons for wanting the land, his own losses to
mourn, and his own secrets to hide. As much as she
wants to hate him, Sophie is undeniably drawn to the
surprisingly sensitive Duncan. But when her
journalistic research uncovers a Jamieson family
secret, trust becomes the biggest deal of all.
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Corrupt
When Greyson Archer tosses a twenty on the stage of
a strip club, the last thing he expects to see are the
haunted green eyes staring at him. Finley should be
home raising her infant daughter and baking cookies,
not tucking singles into her G-string and giving lap
dances. Greyson can't deny that he'd like his own
private show, but there's not a chance in hell of that
happening. The last time the former Navy SEAL saw
her she was dressed in black, holding a folded flag
and sobbing that it was all his fault and he agreed
with every single word. He couldn't do anything to
help her then, but he can now. Finley deserves better
than this dingy club, and when an obsessed customer
crosses the line, Greyson leads the rescue and will do
whatever it takes to make amends for their broken
past. He never expected to want to settle down, but
with Finley, everything is different. For the first time
ever, he can breathe. But Greyson will have to fight
for what he wants in order to keep the woman with
the green eyes he's dreamed about so often. SLOW &
STEADY is the second in the Alphas Undone series,
but can be read as a standalone novel.

No Limits
Former debutante Rachel Hansworth longs for the
days when "alligator" was followed by "pumps" or
"handbag." Broke, Rachel takes the only job she can
find: removing nuisance animals from Florida homes.
Unfortunately, fighting the attraction to her boss
proves more difficult than wrestling a gator. Army
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veteran Mark Winters needs help with his business,
but he wants Rachel more. He must honor a promise
to his dying mother and find a fiancée. A real
girlfriend isn't part of the plan—he's been there, done
that. There's only one problem: He can't stop kissing
Rachel. She refuses to be duped by love again, and he
won't let a few hot make-out sessions tear down the
walls he's erected. But she's all about the big bonus
she'll receive if she helps Mark. They'll lower their
defenses enough to trust each other when a wild
animal is involved, but can they pull off the fake
fiancée ruse and not be bitten by love?

Breaking His Rules
In this sizzling and hilarious contemporary e-book
romance, pop sensation Ivy Hudson returns to her
small town to face her ex. Only trouble is, she made
her Taylor-Swift-like career with the hit song “Size
Matters”—and the football hero has had to live it
down ever since. Five years ago, high school
sweethearts Ivy and Blake’s relationship imploded
and both their lives were changed forever. Ivy
became a rock star and Blake lost not only his dreams
of a successful NFL career, but his reputation. Ivy’s
angry song about their breakup, called “Size Matters,”
hit the top of the charts and Blake became a national
laughingstock. He’s salvaged his career and returned
to Rosewood to be the high school football coach,
regaining his status as town hero and leading the
boys to the state championships. When a tornado
whips through town and destroys the high school
gymnasium and stadium, a committee is formed to
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help rebuild and plan some charity fundraisers.
Blake’s grandmother requests that Ivy return to
Rosewood for the events. Forced back together for
the good of their hometown and their careers, Ivy and
Blake have no choice but to put aside their
differences, stop running from their pasts, and finally
face the music. For fans of Kristen Proby and Colette
Auclair, Facing the Music hits a perfect balance
between small-town romance and big-time success.
Follow Ivy and Blake as they fall back in love and
figure out what does matter in the end…

I Dare You
Paradise isn’t quite what it seems as four college
friends meet for an island vacation in this captivating
new novel from the acclaimed author of These Girls.
An all-expense-paid week at a luxury villa in
Jamaica—it’s the invitation of a lifetime for a group of
old college friends. All four women are desperate not
just for a reunion, but for an escape: Tina is drowning
under the demands of mothering four young children.
Allie is shattered by the news that a genetic illness
runs in her family. Savannah is carrying the secret of
her husband’s infidelity. And, finally, there’s Pauline,
who spares no expense to throw her wealthy husband
an unforgettable thirty-fifth birthday celebration,
hoping it will gloss over the cracks already splitting
apart their new marriage. Languid hours on a private
beach, gourmet dinners, and late nights of drinking
kick off an idyllic week for the women and their
husbands. But as a powerful hurricane bears down on
the island, turmoil swirls inside the villa, forcing each
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of the women to reevaluate everything she knows
about her friends—and herself.

Ripped
Pretty, flighty Daisy Devreaux can either go to jail or
marry the mystery man her father has chosen for her.
Arranged marriages don't happen in the modern
world, so how did the irrepressible Daisy find herself
in this fix? Alex Markov, as humorless as he is deadly
handsome, has no intention of playing the loving
bridegroom to a spoiled little feather-head with
champagne tastes. He drags Daisy from her uptown
life to a broken down traveling circus and sets out to
tame her to his ways. But this man without a soul has
met his match in a woman who's nothing but heart.
Before long, passion will send them flying sky high
without a safety net risking it all in search of a love
that will last forever.

Share the Moon
I don't care what my cousin says; I am not the queen
of impossible relationships. I mean, just because my
last boyfriend tried to kill me and left a bit of a scar on
my neck, then forced me to move across the country
and legally change my name to Reese Randall to
escape him, does not mean- Oh, who am I kidding?
For a freshman in college, I have to have the worst
dating track record ever. It's no wonder love is the
last thing on my mind when Mason Lowe enters my
life. But the chemistry between us is like bam! Our
connection defies logic. And he's just so freaking hot.
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Being around him makes me feel more alive than I've
ever felt before. I even like bickering with him. He
could be my soul mateexcept for one teeny tiny
glitch. He's a gigolo. Boy, do I know how to pick them.

Rough
Senior year was off to a rough start: lube in my locker,
panties on my front porch, unimaginative namecalling. See, I got a player suspended from the
football team for harassing me, and in my small Texas
town, you don’t mess with the football players—even
if they mess with you first. I didn’t care if it was an
unpopular thing to do; I stood up for myself and in
doing so, opened Pandora’s Box. I never dreamed I
would attract the attention of locally worshiped star
quarterback, Carter Mahoney. Never imagined his
coveted attention would turn out to be such a
nightmare. Beneath his carefully constructed façade
lurks a monster, a predator looking for the perfect
prey to play with. Now, since I’m the girl no one likes
or believes, I guess I’m the perfect target for his dark
games and twisted desires. After surviving my first
encounter with his casual depravity, all I really want is
for Carter to leave me alone. But all he seems to want
is me.--publisher description.

Garrison's Creed
What the boss wants… As the oldest son, Chadwick
Beaumont has sacrificed everything for the
Beaumonts' company, but he swore he'd never follow
in his father's philandering footsteps. For years, he's
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dutifully kept his distance from the temptation
outside his office door—his beautiful secretary Serena
Chase. But now everything has changed. The family
business is in jeopardy. His personal life is in
shambles. And his sexy assistant is suddenly
single…and flirting. Chadwick is tired of doing what's
expected. It's time for him to go after what he wants.
And what he wants is Serena—even if she's expecting
another man's child. Be sure to read other scandalous
stories from The Beaumont Heirs series by Sarah M.
Anderson, only from Harlequin® Desire! TEMPTED BY
A COWBOY A BEAUMONT CHRISTMAS WEDDING

Tormentor Mine (Tormentor Mine #1)
Sofia I didn’t know Raphael Amado when he turned up
on our doorstep demanding restitution for an old
debt. My grandfather knew him well, though, and he
quickly conceded. That restitution? Me. Six months
later, on my eighteenth birthday, Raphael came to
claim me. He stole me from my home, taking me to
his Tuscan estate, where from the crumbling chapel
to the destroyed vineyard to that dark cellar, the past
stalked him like a shadow. Even the walls held secrets
here and I’d need to uncover them all to survive.
Because taking me was only the beginning of his plan.
Raphael Sofia was the sacrifice to pay for her
grandfather’s sins. She accused me of being the devil.
And she’s right. But the truth was, he betrayed her.
And when the time came to promise to love, cherish,
and obey she spoke the words that would seal her
fate. I do. We have a common enemy, though, my
unwilling bride and I. But even the devil protects
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what’s his. And she’s mine. She just doesn’t yet know
how much protecting she needs.

Kick
Spenser had a simple job-protect an art scholar
during a ransom exchange for a stolen painting. No
one was supposed to die. But the scholar had secrets
no one knew, and uncovering them will endanger
Spenser as well.

Slashes in the Snow
When Tate's best friend turns his back on him and
sets out to ruin Tate's life, he decides to fight back.

Like Normal People
My life well it was something. Being raised by a wellrespected and paid man is something - until it came
to men. Of course all the guys feared him and he was
very protective which kept my circle small. It really
has always just been me and my dad.Anyway, while
not really content in love I was well on my way to
following my dreams. Yes people a fashion designer. I
want my name on tags on clothes being worn by
millions of people. Then what happens you ask? My
dad gets himself into trouble and decides to hire the
'prez' - and I say it like the dirty word it is - of a
motorcycle club to keep me safe. This guy is a jerk!
He doesn't really talk and is downright rude. He hates
me and my presence and doesn't hide the fact he
thinks I'm a pain in his butt. What have I done to
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deserve such bitter treatment? Nothing! I did nothing
but exist and that was enough to piss him off. It
doesn't make it better that he thinks he's going to
keep me confined to one room for god knows how
long like some criminal. Not to mention that I've been
cut-off from basically the entire world while being
held captive in these four walls.Fact of the matter is
do I care? Absolutely not I don't care how he feels
because guess what? I DIDNT ASK TO BE HERE
EITHER! (Ok fine, I'm pretty upset about it but can you
blame me?)Doesn't matter because he's going to hear
and respect me at any means necessary there's only
one issue, Lucifer himself. This A hole is a bonafide
hottie. Like so hot my lady bits light on fire
involuntarily. How the heck do I manage to teach him
who's boss while at the same time keeping my
uncontrollable, and absolutely misguided hormones in
place while dealing with the devil himself in the flesh
as pure sex on legs.

The Crystal Slipper
GARRISON'S CREED is a romantic suspense, military
romance novel by New York Times bestselling author
Cristin Harber. A SPY RUNNING FOR HER LIFE Nicola is
an injured CIA agent on the run from a failed
undercover operation. Her escape plan shatters when
she slams into the man who buried her a decade ago.
Cash Garrison. Her first and only love. Now, sexier
than her best memory and cradling a sniper’s rifle, he
has questions she can’t answer. Why was she alive?
And armed? AND THE MAN SHE COULD NEVER SEE
AGAIN Cash is an elite member of a black ops
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organization, The Titan Group. He thought Nicola died
his senior year of college and swore off love to focus
on a decade of military missions. But when she shows
up behind enemy lines, bleeding out and wielding a
weapon, his heart and mind are unsure how to
proceed. BATTLE BETRAYAL TO SAVE THEMSELVES
Titan and the CIA join forces to uncover a mole hidden
in a network of international terrorists and
homegrown mobsters, teaming Cash and Nicola
again. They fight old wounds and re-ignite sparks
while closing in on a double agent. When disaster
strikes, Nicola’s hidden past makes her the hunted
target and Cash’s best kill shot may not be enough to
save them. "5 out of 5! One sentence: Titan boys set
panties on fire." -Literary Sweet "4.5 stars and
Crowned Heart of Excellence. Absolutely gripping and
intense, so sit down and enjoy the fast-paced ride."
InD'Tale Magazine "Yes, is this a second chance
romance, but it has circumstances and plot twists like
no other I have ever read." Kame Book Review "If you
love military/romantic suspense, if you love Lori
Foster or Maya Banks read this series. I'm telling you,
Cristin Harber is the bomb and she is going places. I
promise." -Straight Shootin' Book Reviews "No one
writes studs and guns better than Cristin Harber." - JB
Salsbury, New York Times Bestselling Romance
Author "Super hot and sexy, wrapped up in an
overprotective alpha bow." -The Naughty Book Snitch
"Action, suspense, danger. It's all there and you never
know when or where it will pop up." - Lost in a Book
The Titan Series: Winters Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's
Creed Westin's Chase Gambled Chased Savage
Secrets Hart Attack Black Dawn Sweet One Live Wire
Bishop's Queen Locke and Key Jax The Delta Series:
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Delta: Retribution Delta: Revenge Delta: Redemption
Delta: Ricochet A Delta team crossover book in
MacKenzie Family Collection by Liliana Hart: Delta:
Rescue The Only Series: Only for Him Only for Her
Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides for 7 Soldiers
Series: Noah: A small town romance novels. Don’t
miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7 Brides series!
Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam – Roxanne St. Claire
Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt – Lynn Raye Harris
Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin Harber Ford –
Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check out the Titan
World novels (no reading order): Going Under – Anna
Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber Bullets and
Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of Temptation –
Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn Lawrence aka Nikki
Sloane Target of Mine – ML Buchman Never Mine –
Megan Mitcham Twisted Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued
Heart – Tarina Deaton Each Titan World, 7 Brides,
Titan, and Delta book can be read as a standalone
(except for Sweet Girl), but readers will likely best
enjoy the series in order except for Titan World which
does not have a reading order or suggested book list.
Readers who enjoy these authors will likely enjoy
Cristin Harber: Maya Banks, Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye
Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann Walker, Katie Reus,
Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat Martin, Pamela Clare,
Elle James, Paige Tyler Keywords: romance novel,
romantic books, romance books full book for adults,
romance books, romantic books, romantic novels,
military romance, romantic suspense, thriller, mystery
romance books, mystery thriller, hot SEAL, sexy
mysteries, kidnap, abduction, jungle, love story, law
enforcement, intelligent female, Navy SEAL, SEAL
romance, former military, romance series, long series,
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mafia romance, mafia romance books, opposites
attract, CIA, spy, enemies to lovers, single parent,
single dad, protector, protecting, rescue, save the
day, happily ever after, HEA, racy, steam, steamy,
sizzle, quick read, fast read, romance ebook, romantic
story, alpha hero, wealthy hero, military hero,
reunited, lovers, romantic thriller, romantic novels
sexy, second chance, love story, special ops, black
ops, romance, top romance, bestselling romance,
romance bestseller, veteran, justice, woman in peril,
ugly duckling, hot to read, what should I read

Not the Boss's Baby
For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has
carried on his father's work of dispatching the
murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch
mother and their spirit-sniffing cat, but everything
changes when he meets Anna, a girl unlike any ghost
he has faced before.

Brothers to the Death
Rex Gunner. As bitter as he is beautiful. The owner of
the largest construction company in Gingham Lakes
has been burned one too many times. His wife leaving
him to raise their daughter was the last blow this
single dad could take. The only woman he'll let into
his heart is his little girl. The owner of the largest
construction company in Gingham Lakes has been
burned one too many times. His wife leaving him to
raise their daughter was the last blow this single dad
could take. The only woman he'll let into his heart is
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his little girl. When Rex meets his new neighbor, he
knows he's in trouble. She's gorgeous and sweet and
everything he can't trust. Until she becomes the one
thing he can't resist. One kiss sends them tumbling
toward ecstasy. But in a town this size, pasts are
bound to collide. Caught in a web of lies, betrayal,
and disloyalty, Rex must make a choice. Will he hide
behind his walls or will he take the chance

Anna Dressed in Blood
Who can you trust if not the ones you love? That is
the question at the heart of Family Pictures, an
emotional, page-turning story about what it means to
be a family from New York Times bestselling author,
Jane Green "Green's novels consistently deliver
believable, accessible, heartfelt, often heartwarming
stories about real people, problems, and
feelings."-Redbook Sylvie and Maggie are two women
living on opposite coasts with children about to leave
the nest for school. Both are in their forties with
husbands who travel more than either would like. The
looming emptiness of their respective homes has left
them feeling anxious and lonely, needing their
husbands to be home now more than ever. It isn't
until Eve, Sylvie's daughter, happens to befriend
Maggie's daughter that the similarities between these
two women become shockingly real. A huge secret
has remained well hidden for years until now-and
their lives will be blown apart as dark truths from the
past come to the surface. Can these two women learn
to forgive, for the sake of their childrenand for
themselves? "This gripping story is ultimately one of
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redemption."-Library Journal

Stepbrother Dearest
Tegan Raccini's heart has been hardened her
parent'sdivorce, and by the recent loss of her bad boy
biker lover to a life-longprison sentence. She isn't
bitter; in fact, she's rather upbeat. But, she
simplydoesn't trust men. When she causes an
accident with a motorcycle on thefreeway, she's
immediately attracted to the handsome biker, but
knows she can'tstand another heart break. Even
though she's unemployed, she agrees to pay forthe
damages, hoping to never see him again. To earn the
money for the repairs to his motorcycle, she acceptsa
job as the in-home caregiver for an elderly man who
is confined to a wheelchair. There's one problem
when she shows up at his home. A BIG problem. He's
the biker's father.

You Were Mine
Erika. I was told that dreams were our heart's desires.
My nightmares, however, became my obsession. My
boyfriend's older brother is like that scary movie that
you peek through your hand to watch. He's
handsome, strong, and completely terrifying. The star
of his college's basketball team and now gone pro,
he's more concerned with the dirt on his shoe than on
me. I saw him. I heard him. The things that he did,
and the deeds that he hid. For years, I bit my nails,
unable to look away. Now, I've graduated high school
and moved on to college, but I haven't stopped
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watching Michael. He's back, and the dirt I've seen
isn't content to stay in my head anymoreMichael. Her
name is Erika Fane, but everyone calls her Rika. My
brother's girlfriend grew up hanging around my house
and is always at our dinner table. She looks down
when I enter a room and stills when I am close. I can
always feel the fear rolling off of her, and while I
haven't had her body, I know that I have her mind.
That's all I really want anyway. Until my brother
leaves for the military, and I find Rika alone at
college. In my city. The opportunity is too good to be
true as well as the timing. Because you see, three
years ago she put a few of my high school friends in
prison, and now they're out.

Show Me the Way
Outside of Titan Group, there are few people that
Roman Hart would die for. He’s a soldier, a protector,
and he’s haunted that one of the people he should’ve
been able to protect didn’t let him. That was years
ago, and now a hardened heart and a cocky attitude
are his impenetrable shields, until one woman—one
challenge—drives him to distraction. On the outside,
Beth Tourne has it all. Luxury car, gorgeous condo,
and a job partying with the rich and famous. It’s a
plush CIA cover, but she wants more. Anything for an
adrenaline rush that can override her guilty numbness
and let her forget the tragedy she never saw coming.
Their scars make them perfect operatives. Their
mirrored pasts give them deep, wounded reasons to
stay alone. But the more they ignore the tension, the
more vulnerable they become. Survival means trust.
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In one another, behind closed doors, and on the job.
The only way they’re making it out alive is if they find
peace while waging a war. The Titan Series: Winters
Heat Sweet Girl Garrison's Creed Westin's Chase
Gambled Chased Savage Secrets Hart Attack Black
Dawn Sweet One Live Wire Bishop's Queen Locke and
Key Jax The Delta Series: Delta: Retribution Delta:
Revenge Delta: Redemption Delta: Ricochet A Delta
team crossover book in MacKenzie Family Collection
by Liliana Hart: Delta: Rescue The Only Series: Only
for Him Only for Her Only for Us Only Forever 7 Brides
for 7 Soldiers Series: Noah: A small town romance
novels. Don’t miss any of the sexy soldiers in the 7
Brides series! Ryder – Barbara Freethy Adam –
Roxanne St. Claire Zane – Christie Ridgway Wyatt –
Lynn Raye Harris Jack – Julia London Noah – Cristin
Harber Ford – Samantha Chase Also, be sure to check
out the Titan World novels (no reading order): Going
Under – Anna Bishop Barker Deja Vu – Cristin Harber
Bullets and Bluebonnets – Jessie Lane Edge of
Temptation – Gennita Low Downtime – Karyn
Lawrence aka Nikki Sloane Target of Mine – ML
Buchman Never Mine – Megan Mitcham Twisted
Desire – Sharon Kay Rescued Heart – Tarina Deaton
Each Titan World, 7 Brides, Titan, and Delta book can
be read as a standalone (except for Sweet Girl), but
readers will likely best enjoy the series in order
except for Titan World which does not have a reading
order or suggested book list. Readers who enjoy these
authors will likely enjoy Cristin Harber: Maya Banks,
Susan Stoker, Lynn Raye Harris, Dale Mayer, Julie Ann
Walker, Katie Reus, Kaylea Cross, Katie Ruggle, Kat
Martin, Pamela Clare, Elle James, Paige Tyler
Keywords: romance novel, romantic books, romance
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books full book for adults, romance books, romantic
books, romantic novels, military romance, romantic
suspense, thriller, mystery romance books, mystery
thriller, hot SEAL, sexy mysteries, kidnap, abduction,
jungle, love story, law enforcement, intelligent
female, Navy SEAL, SEAL romance, former military,
romance series, long series, mafia romance, mafia
romance books, opposites attract, CIA, spy, enemies
to lovers, single parent, single dad, protector,
protecting, rescue, save the day, happily ever after,
HEA, racy, steam, steamy, sizzle, quick read, fast
read, romance ebook, romantic story, alpha hero,
wealthy hero, military hero, reunited, lovers, romantic
thriller, romantic novels sexy, second chance, love
story, special ops, black ops, romance, top romance,
bestselling romance, romance bestseller, veteran,
justice, woman in peril, ugly duckling, hot to read,
what should I read

The Art of Living
Fans of Susan Andersen, Bella Andre, Rachel Gibson,
Carly Phillips, and Susan Mallery will fall head over
heels for New York Times bestselling author Jill
Shalvis' Lucky Harbor series. This is the tenth
enthralling novel, laced with Jill's trademark gift for
humour, warmth and romance. Becca Thorpe has
uprooted her life and escaped to the beach. Now's her
chance to get away from city living, throw caution to
the ocean winds, and live in the moment. Especially if
the moment includes the deliciously sexy surfer she
meets shortly after arriving in Lucky Harbor.
Something about the dark intensity of Sam's eyes and
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the thrill she gets at his touch convinces her to stay
awhile. Boatbuilder and investment genius Sam Brody
is a selfmade man who knows how dangerous it can
be to mix business and pleasure. But he can't resist
offering Becca a job just to hear her laugh and have
her near. Yet when her brother comes to town asking
for help, will he tempt her back to her glamorous life
in the city? Or do Sam and little Lucky Harbor have a
chance to win Becca's heart? Want more sexy, fun
romance? Return to Sunshine, Idaho for more of the
captivating Animal Magnetism series, visit
spellbinding Lucky Harbor or take a trip to Cedar
Ridge's unforgettable Colorado Mountains in Jill's
other bestselling series.

Slow & Steady
A surprise inheritance reunites a mixed martial arts
fighter with the woman he’s never forgotten in this
fan-favorite book from New York Times bestselling
author Lori Foster! Cannon Colter is quintessential
hero material: chiseled jawline, shredded body—the
works. He’s also the guy who rescued Yvette Sweeny
from kidnappers, only to put an end to her romantic
dreams. These days, she’s older, smarter, determined
to face whatever life throws her way. Even the
prospect of sharing a house and business with
Cannon. Cannon knew Yvette wanted him three years
ago. But she was young—and some things are worth
waiting for. Thrown together by her grandfather’s
legacy, he realizes how deep Yvette’s scars really go,
and how much danger lurks in their quiet town. As
pent-up desire explodes between them, protecting
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her becomes the only fight that matters. And he’ll
break all the rules to do it…. Previously published.
Read the entire smoldering Ultimate series: Book 1:
No Limits Book 2: Holding Strong Book 3: Tough Love
Book 4: Fighting Dirty

Hart Attack
Once a heart is lost in shadow . . . Life has been
anything but kind to Mary Chase. But the Society for
the Suppression of Supernaturals has given her
purpose. Now she's been tasked with catching a
vicious murderer dubbed the Bishop of Charing Cross.
But someone is already on the case-and the last thing
he relishes is a partner. Only someone who lives in
darkness can find it. Jack Talent has been alone with
his demons for many years. He never expected to
have the willful Mary Chase assist him on the Bishop
case. Their age-old rivalry reaches new heights-even
as their desire for one another reaches a fever pitch.
Though he aches to bring her close, Jack's dark
secrets are a chasm between them. With dangerous
enemies closing in, Jack must find the strength to face
the past . . . or risk losing Mary forever.

Facing the Music
Seventy-five essays from Peterson's first three books,
dealing with such topics as giving, happiness,
friendship, freedom, and prayer, provide inspiration
and occasions for meditation
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